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Disruptors
8 Apr 2024
Young People Test Romantic Relationships On TikTokRelationship tests have taken over TikTok. As love goes digital, TikTok has become the place for young people to test their relationships with everything from the ‘bird test’ to the ‘forest test’ streamlining ways to assess compatibility in a landscape marked by swipe fatigue and digital confusion.
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Read of the week
5 Apr 2024
US Creators Innovate Around Looming TikTok BanAs US legislators consider banning TikTok, creators are anxious about disruptions to their incomes while millions of users have voiced their opposition to such a measure. Frustrated with Big Tech and governments' control of their digital lives, people may engage with the platform in inventive ways.
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Deep Reads
3 Apr 2024
Alpha Lingo: How Gen Alpha is Redefining SlangBeing the first true digital natives, Gen Alpha is a cohort well on its way to establishing their identities online. However, this comes to the complete bafflement of Gen Y and Z, who suddenly felt the whiplash of their age when trying to comprehend Alphas’ growing digital vocabulary.
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Disruptors
1 Apr 2024
Girl Trends, Tropes and The Gender Binary2023 saw a mountain of 'girl' trends flood the cultural landscape. From ‘girl math’ to tomato girl to ‘girl dinner’ and ‘lazy girl jobs’, the rise of the seemingly light-hearted nature of these trends points to something deeper. After all, there's more to being a girl than whatever’s trending.
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Read of the week
29 Mar 2024
American Gen Y And Z Suffer From Road RageGen Y and Z exhibit a higher propensity for aggressive driving incidents compared to older age groups. Driven in part by elevated levels of anxiety among younger people, there is an opportunity for automakers and brands to mitigate stressful driving environments and contribute to safer roads.
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Update
27 Mar 2024
Dr. Francesca Sobande On Organizations Engaging With Social IssuesHow should a brand, business or organization engage with social issues? Why do certain brands speak out on some issues and not others? And how can businesses of all shapes and sizes find their path to engaging with social issues? We explored these questions and more at Canvas8’s Breakfast Briefing.
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Keeping ten
25 Mar 2024
Keeping 10: Insights That Got Us Talking In March From artists fighting back against the creative threats of AI to employees embracing using AI tools in the workplace, AI-infused tech experiences are shifting in line with differing user expectations. Here are the top ten insights and behavioural shifts that got us talking in March.
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Read of the week
22 Mar 2024
Chinese Graduates Show Interest In Practical SkillsAs youth unemployment in China reaches record highs, graduates are pivoting towards vocational training to bolster their prospects in an oversaturated job market. This trend underscores a stark disparity between the Chinese education landscape and the demands of today's workforce.
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Popsci
18 Mar 2024
Why Nostalgia Is Taking a Haunting TurnNostalgia is moving from a comforting escape to a disturbing look in the rearview mirror. Rosy retrospection is being challenged as media narratives explore the darker aspects of bygone eras, with films like Leave the World Behind and Saltburn disrupting romanticized views of the past.
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Read of the week
15 Mar 2024
Gen Zers Hail The Return Of Office CubiclesCubicles are reclaiming their throne as the go-to choice for privacy-loving, concentration-craving young employees. As many global workers bid adieu to the WFH era and return to the office, work environments have become about crafting spaces that fuel productivity without sacrificing personality.
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Disruptors
11 Mar 2024
How TikTokers Are Coping Without UMG MusicSince Universal Music Group removed its music from TikTok, users have been struggling to create content without their favourite songs. Some are finding humour in the situation, while artists navigate the loss of mass exposure. What does this change mean for TikTok’s musical future?











